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Abstract: Video-on-demand (VoD) is a next-generation Internet application of increasing interest
allowing users to start watching a movie almost instantaneously by downloading the video on-the-fly.
Provided that all users contribute to the system, shifting to the P2P paradigm allows efficient broadcast
with a limited-bandwidth source. Until now, most P2P VoD systems rely on the willingness of peers to
collaborate and only few use incentive mechanisms. In VoD applications pieces are downloaded in order.
This prevents to directly apply a BitTorrent-like tit-for-tat incentive scheme. Although existing solutions
based on random exchanges have good performance, we advocate the use of structure in P2P VoD
applications to achieve high playback rates. In this paper we propose a decentralized piece dissemination
scheme built using loosely coupled structures. Peers are grouped into clusters depending on their playback
position. Swarming is performed inside the clusters while distributed feeding ensures that less advanced
clusters get missing pieces from more advanced ones. Our simulations demonstrate that structured
dissemination improves from 61% with the competitor to 77% of the achievable playback rate.
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Designing a Tit-for-Tat Based Peer-to-Peer Video-on-Demand System 3
1 Introduction
Video-on-demand (VoD) is a next-generation Internet application of increasing interest allowing a user
to start watching a movie of his choice almost instantaneously. The media content is downloaded during
the playback in order to ensure that every piece of the media is available at the device when the playback
position reaches it. Therefore, at the price of a small time delay (i.e., compared to the naive solution
consisting in downloading the full movie before starting the playback), the movie can be played smoothly
without interruption. The high bitrates of the broadcasted content and the quality of service requirements
of VoD applications make centralized solutions costly. Due to the inherent sequential nature of VoD
transfers, building efficient decentralized VoD applications is more challenging than traditional client-
server solutions.
Over the last decade, the peer-to-peer (P2P) paradigm proved to be an efficient way to distribute
content in a decentralized fashion [4, 20]. A very popular P2P swarming protocol enabling file sharing
between peers is BitTorrent [7]. With only a limited number of peers injecting content in the system
(namely seeders) and proper forwarding techniques performed at the peers fetching content from the
system (namely leechers), P2P systems provide a fully decentralized distributed framework allowing
efficient content distribution at low cost. Therefore, they appear as a natural cheap solution for VoD
applications. However, applying the P2P paradigm to VoD systems is a difficult problem for two reasons:
(i) constraints on the piece download order and the low piece diversity in the system, decrease drastically
the performance of the system and (ii) considering the fact that the download speed relies on possibly
selfish peers it is impossible to guarantee any kind of quality of service to the users.
While the first problem can be fixed by designing proper piece dissemination schemes, the latter re-
quires a total rethinking of the P2P paradigm: incentives should be used to encourage peers to contribute
their fair share to the system. The tit-for-tat distributed incentives used in the popular file sharing sys-
tem BitTorrent have proved to ensure strictly that a peer contributes to the swarming process as much
as it exploits the system [8]. Tit-for-tat is implemented by limiting piece exchange to a bidirectional
transfer between peers having mutual interest. Although tit-for-tat solves the problem of selfish peers,
using them in a VoD application – where the peers only have the pieces before their playback position –
raises the question of how two peers at different playback positions could be useful for each other?
Motivated by the increasing interest of VoD and inspired by the most popular file-swarming ap-
plication deployed in the public domain (i.e., BitTorrent), we tackle the problem of designing a fully
decentralized tit-for-tat based peer-to-peer VoD system. More specifically, backed up by theoretical
arguments we prove that whereas the efficiency of random solutions is close to optimal in file-sharing
applications with oﬄine use, it is strongly reduced by the specific nature of VoD applications. Even
if a random piece dissemination scheme can achieve good performance by means of several optimiza-
tions [3, 16, 18], we claim that the inherent sequential nature of VoD is not compatible with tit-for-tat
using a random piece exchange scheduling and communication graph.
In this paper we propose the design of a fully decentralized protocol for efficient tit-for-tat based peer-
to-peer VoD systems. This protocol trades the traditional random piece dissemination scheme against
a loosely structured dissemination scheme based on linked lists following the intuition below. Ordering
peers according to their playback position and linking them that way achieves an optimal throughput
as all peers contribute to the piece dissemination. This ensures a constant goodput over time, a useful
piece being disseminated at each exchange. The resulting protocol achieves this in a practical setting by
grouping peers in subsystems. This solution relies on two main components. First, a set of swarming
subsystems, referred to as clusters, enabling peers close with respect to playback time, to exchange
pieces of immediate interest as in traditional swarming systems. In the sequel, we call this vertical
dissemination. The second component is a distributed seeding/feeding protocol used to exchange pieces
between clusters. The intuition is that the most advanced clusters, in terms of playback position, feed
the less advanced ones, while the less advanced clusters push useful pieces to the most advanced ones.
Those useful pieces, from the standpoint of the most advanced clusters, are provided by the seed to the
less advanced clusters, in order to provide them with some useful piece to trade. This is called horizontal
dissemination as it builds a linked list between clusters along the playback timeline.
We evaluated this protocol through extensive simulations on top of the BitTorrent framework. This
protocol consistently outperforms the state of the art VoD system. Typically this protocol improves
the achievable playback rate from 61% to 77% and the throughput from 68% to 87%. Moreover, our
simulations show that, contrary to an unstructured piece dissemination protocol, our dissemination
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protocol does not require the peers to store all the pieces they already played. This implies that the
protocol will also work with the ressource-constrained devices such as set-top boxes [12, 22]. Beyond a
given threshold (independent from the file size and very small compared to the number of pieces in the
file), our protocol achieves a playback rate of 77% whereas the unstructured protocol may fall to 18%.
Section 2 provides the relevant work in the design of peer-to-peer VoD systems. Section 3 gives an
overview of the BitTorrent framework on top of which we designed our algorithm. Section 4 gives our
design rationale. Section 5 provides a high-level description of our algorithm, followed by a detailed
description in Section 6. There, we also show how to provide a fully decentralized implementation.
Protocol analysis and simulation results are given in Section 7 and Section 8. The paper is concluded in
Section 9.
2 Related Work
Most of the large-scale peer-to-peer content dissemination schemes are designed using a tree-like struc-
ture. A tree provides a natural topology when content is pushed from a single source to multiple
destinations. However, an important drawback of a tree-based dissemination scheme is that the upload
bandwidth available at the leaf nodes is wasted. Therefore, solutions such as using multiple trees are
proposed in order to maximally utilize the bandwidth resources available at the peers. SplitStream [4]
solves this problem by striping the content across a forest of inter-node-disjoint trees. Other solutions
have also been proposed including [6, 9]. A general argument against the above discussed multi-tree
based approach is their relatively higher cost of maintenance in a dynamic environment [15]. In addi-
tion, since the transfer of content is not bidirectional, they are not compatible with tit-for-tat based
incentive models.
Several mesh based solutions such as BitTorrent [7] have also been proposed for content dissemina-
tion [14]. The advantage of such a solution is high scalability due to decentralization. Furthermore,
BitTorrent incorporates a tit-for-tat based incentive scheme to prevent free-riding and to encourage peer
contribution to the dissemination process. In BitTorrent-styled file dissemination, a file is divided into
multiple pieces such that each piece is independently downloaded. The incentive mechanism implies that
in order to download a piece, a peer must upload a piece in return.
Diversity of pieces available at the peers is critical for the success of these mesh-based P2P file
dissemination technique. However, in a VoD application, the restriction on the order in which pieces are
downloaded limits the piece diversity. Furthermore, allowing tit-for-tat based incentives may be difficult
to achieve as two peers at different playback position cannot be of mutual interest.
Several solutions have been proposed with focus on improving piece diversity in order to increase
the performance of the system. A trivial solution introduced in [17] consists in prefetching some pieces
randomly while the rest is downloaded in a sequential order. The motivation for downloading pieces in a
random order is to achieve high piece diversity and provide less advanced peers with pieces to trade with
more advanced ones. A piece downloaded in a random order can be exchanged with a more advanced
peer and in return a piece near the current playback position can be obtained. Random downloads help
in increasing the throughput of the swarming process, whereas downloading pieces in a sequential order
is critical for the performance of the VoD application. Finding a critical balance between random and
sequential downloads is an important design challenge.
Increase in piece diversity can also be achieved by slightly relaxing the sequentiality requirement
by using the segment model introduced in [2]. In this model, a file is divided into segments, where a
segment is a group of continuous pieces. Rather than downloading all the pieces in a sequential order,
peers download the file at the segment granularity. To guarantee uninterrupted playback, a peer has to
ensure that each segment is completely downloaded before the playback position reaches the beginning
of that segment. Note that, even though the segments are downloaded in a sequential order, there is no
restriction on the order in which pieces are downloaded within a segment. This provides a high piece
diversity within a segment. However, as segments are downloaded in sequential order, this results in
only a small increase in the piece diversity over the entire swarm.
Notice that none of these solutions are designed to work with decentralized incentives such as tit-for-
tat. These may work with tit-for-tat, however, with reduced performance.
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Designing a Tit-for-Tat Based Peer-to-Peer Video-on-Demand System 5
3 Background
Peers participating in a BitTorrent swarm often are profit maximizing entities and their objective is to
optimize their download rate. BitTorrent provides an incentive mechanism that allows peers to inde-
pendently decide which other peers they want to exchange their content with. The incentive mechanism
ensures that in order to successfully exchange content, a peer must provide upload bandwidth comparable
to the download rate it receives.
The piece transfers in tit-for-tat based file-swarming systems are done over bidirectional connections.
Due to this bi-directionality restriction on piece exchange, the number of pieces that can be exchanged
over the entire swarm is reduced. Thus, to maximize throughput of the swarm, peers maintain piece di-
versity by downloading different parts of the file such that every peer has a high probability of exchanging
content with another.
Sufficient piece diversity can be obtained if peers download pieces in a random order. The random
order piece download serves the objective of the file-transfer application where the entire file is down-
loaded before it is viewed. However, for a VoD application, there is a restriction on the order in which
pieces are downloaded. For example, for a simple VoD application, where every peer plays the file from
start to finish, it is very difficult to maintain sufficient piece diversity to attain high throughput of piece
exchange. Thus, this lack of piece diversity due to sequentiality requirements of the VoD application can
severely limit the throughput of the system and hence can significantly reduce the performance of P2P
file-dissemination techniques.
To further maximize its chances of exchanging pieces, each peer maintains a list of other peers with
whom it can exchange content. This list of peers is also known as the peer set. A peer keeps an update on
the set of pieces downloaded by the members of its peer set. Using this piece set information, a peer can
locally determine potential candidates within its peer set with whom it can exchange pieces. Therefore,
several unnecessary requests to the peers that are not interested in piece exchange can be saved. The
choice of the members within a peer set is very crucial, especially for the design of VoD application. In
BitTorrent, members of the peer set are chosen randomly.
4 Design Rationale
In this section, we explore the design space of tit-for-tat based P2P VoD.
4.1 Design rationale
Consider a simple example of a VoD system with two participants denoted by n1 and n2. We assume
that n2 is at a more advanced position compared to n1 such that the piece set of n2 forms a superset
of that at n1. Thus, even though n2 can upload the piece needed by n1 it cannot receive anything in
return as n1 does not have the piece needed by n2, and hence piece exchange is not possible. In order
to make possible an exchange between two peers, a seed can upload the pieces needed by n2 to n1 such
that n1 can further exchange those pieces with n2. In addition, this enables the bandwidth of both peers
to be utilized for the dissemination process. Extending this idea for more than two participants, we now
consider k nodes such that nodes nk to n1 are arranged in decreasing order of their playback position as
depicted in Figure 1. Therefore, the piece set of an intermediate node ni (1 ≤ i ≤ k) is a superset of the
piece sets of all the nodes with lower playback position. Now, an optimal throughput can be obtained if
the seed uploads the piece required by nk to n1, and n1 forwards this piece via all the intermediate nodes
on a forward path that eventually reaches nk. Similarly a reverse path can be obtained where node ni
downloads pieces in sequential order from ni+1 in return for pieces transfered on the forward path.
From the above discussion we can conclude that a natural structure to support efficient utilization
of upload bandwidth is to arrange peers in a linked list. This linked list structure implies that half of
the upload bandwidth is utilized on the forward path for forwarding pieces from the seed to the most
advanced peer while the other half is dedicated to the reverse path for uploading pieces from a more
advanced peer to a less advanced peer in sequential order. Consider the example depicted in Figure 2.
There are five peers in the swarm with playback positions at 5, 13, 13, 22, and 34. Therefore, the most
advanced piece missing from the swarm is 35. The seed pushes piece number 35 to the least advanced
peer, i.e., the one at playback position 5. Piece number 35 is further uploaded on the forward path to
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nk
n2
n1
seed
missing piece
downloaded piece
Figure 1: The seed forwards the most advanced piece to the least advanced peer. This piece is eventually
uploaded to the most advanced peer on a forward path. In return, in order pieces are downloaded on a
reverse path.
eventually reach the most advanced peer. In exchange for piece number 35, each peer downloads a piece
in sequential order. Note that the pieces transferred on the forward path are not for immediate use by
any intermediate peer, but they still contribute to the overall throughput of the swarm. However, the
pieces downloaded on the reverse path are in sequential order (i.e., they are the ones needed next by
the receiving peer) and therefore contribute to the goodput (i.e., the proportion of downloaded pieces
that are of immediate interest). Hence, a linked list structure can achieve theoretically optimal 100%
throughput. However, as only half of the pieces are transfered in the desired order, which implies that
the overall maximum achievable goodput is 50%. Downloading one out of every two pieces in the right
(sequential) order while attaining very high throughput is a significant improvement compared to file
swarming where there is no guarantee on the order in which pieces are downloaded. However, it is yet
to be established whether the linked list structure can be maintained in a practical setting.
0 10 20 30
seed
p35
5 13 22 34
p6
p35
p14p35
p14
p35
p23
p35
position in file
Figure 2: Piece exchange process under a fluid model
4.2 Practical considerations
In a practical file-swarming system such as BitTorrent, a piece can be forwarded only after it has been
completely and successfully received. There are several challenges that need to be considered. Consider
the example in Figure 2, where there are two peers at position 13. Under a full piece exchange require-
ment, two peers can exchange a piece only if both of them have at least one piece different from the other.
Therefore, two peers at the same position cannot exchange a piece until both of them are simultaneously
fed with two different pieces. Hence the linked list structure cannot be maintained without removing one
of these two peers from the list as depicted in Figure 3. Thus, under the full piece exchange requirement,
if there are multiple peers at the same playback position they cannot remain in the same linked list.
This results in the linked list structure getting separated into multiple lists, which implies that
the seeding capacity should now be divided to feed multiple lists and hence it results in an inefficient
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seed
p35
0 10 20 305 13 22 34
b6
b35
b14
b35
b23
b35
position in file
Figure 3: Piece exchange process under a full piece upload model
utilization of the seeding capacity. In addition, due to the full piece exchange requirement, the delay
incurred by a piece to reach the most advanced peer is proportional to the length of the list. The tit-for-
tat incentive model used in BitTorrent implies that piece exchange has to be simultaneous. Therefore,
the contract between two peers is only guaranteed for one piece exchange. However, in order to ensure
the delivery of the most advanced piece on the forward path, we have to guarantee that the contracts
on all the intermediate peers are maintained for the duration proportional to the length of the list.
Ensuring long duration contracts between multiple peers in a decentralized setting is a difficult problem.
Therefore, the linked list constructed in a practical setting is not a viable solution. Consider the example
depicted in Figure 4(a) with multiple peers at position 34. All these peers at position 34 are split into
different linked lists. Note that the peer at position 22 contains piece 35 and that it can forward that
piece to only one of the peers. Thus, the peer at position 22 is a bottleneck. Similarly consider the
example depicted in Figure 4(b), where there are multiple peers at position 22. However, only one of
them contains piece 35. Therefore, it will take several rounds after which piece 35 can be forwarded to
the peer at position 34. The above problems appear only due to the lack of piece exchange between the
peers at the same position. This justifies the need for vertical piece exchanges.
22 3430
⋆
position in file
(a)
22 3430
⋆
position in file
(b)
Figure 4: Independent linked list
5 Structured Piece Dissemination
In the previous section, we identified that a linked list structure is a natural solution for providing tit-
for-tat based VoD, which can achieve maximum throughput. However, due to several practical reasons
such as full download requirement, multiple peers at the same playback position, etc., we conclude that
a solution based on a single peer-level linked list is not viable. A natural extension is to maintain several
linked lists, which are seeded separately as illustrated in Figure 5. The seeding capacity can be equally
divided between all the linked lists. However, this solution is also not scalable because the number of
linked list grows with the size of the system, and it also suffers from poor performance due to lack of
piece exchange between peers at the same playback position.
Remember that the solution proposed in [2] relaxes the sequentiality requirement by splitting the file
into segments, which are downloaded sequentially. However, the pieces within a segment are downloaded
in a random order. The set of peers downloading the same segment can now be considered as an
independent swarm (referred to as a cluster) such that each of these clusters can be seeded separately. In
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feeding
position in file
seed
Figure 5: Distributed feeding using multiple linked lists at the peer level (horizontal piece exchanges)
this way, only the vertical exchanges are performed such that pieces are exchanged between peers within
the same segment. If sufficient seeding capacity could be provided to all these clusters then a very high
throughput can be attained. A simple way to provide seeding is to equally divide the seeding capacity
between clusters as demonstrated in Figure 6. However, if the number of clusters is very high, then the
available seeding capacity may not be sufficient.
seed
swarming
position in file
Figure 6: Independent swarming with centralized seeding (vertical piece exchanges)
Notice that the distributed feeding technique as depicted in Figure 5, which is based on horizontal
piece exchanges is complementary to the independent swarming technique shown in Figure 6 that is based
on vertical transfers. However, neither of these two techniques is sufficient enough by itself. Therefore,
we design a hybrid scheme where the vertical piece transfers are utilized for swarming and horizontal
piece transfers are used for distributed feeding (see Figure 7). In order to achieve that, we allow the peers
within the same segment to be grouped together into clusters. These clusters are then fed with pieces
in a distributed manner using a linked list structure. This hybrid scheme solves all those problems that
we encountered in a similar linked list styled piece dissemination structure at the peer level.
There are several advantages to this hybrid scheme, for example, the length of the list is now limited
by the number of segments which is a constant and does not vary with the size of the swarm meaning
that the delay remains constant. Further, facilitating piece transfers within a segment allows for vertical
transfers between peers in the same segment and hence eliminate the bottlenecks described before. Note
that even in this model, the horizontal piece exchanges are done over a linked list. However, these linked
lists are not independent such that they can be fed through each other. In a linked list at the peer level,
every piece has to feed at least one piece on its forward path in order to download one piece on a return
path in a sequential order. Therefore, a linked list at the peer level can achieve a maximum goodput of
only 50%. However, in the cluster model, all peers within a cluster are responsible for feeding pieces.
Therefore, the fraction of bandwidth utilized per peer in feeding pieces is significantly reduced and hence
a much higher goodput can be expected.
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feeding
swarming
position in file
seed
Figure 7: Hybrid solution at a cluster level
6 Algorithm in details
In this section we develop algorithms to implement structured piece dissemination, as described in
the previous section, using the BitTorrent framework. Structured piece dissemination is essentially
distributed feeding using multiple linked lists at the cluster-level together with swarming within a cluster
over a random graph. As we mentioned earlier, in order to make distributed feeding more effective, the
forward path should be as long as possible such that more clusters can be fed along the reverse path. To
achieve these goals, we design our algorithm to (i) facilitate piece exchanges between peers within the
same cluster, (ii) maximize the distance between the source cluster (to which the advanced pieces are
seeded) and the target cluster (for which these pieces are of immediate interest) in terms of the playback
positions; and (iii) maximize the number of intermediary clusters participating to the forward/reverse
path.
To this end, we need to make three important modifications to the traditionally used algo-
rithms/policies used in BitTorrent. First, we introduce an alternate seeding policy. In BitTorrent,
the objective of the seed is to provide rare pieces to the system. However, our objective here is to enable
piece exchanges between peers in different clusters thus establishing as long as possible bi-directional
linked list structures for piece exchange, i.e., distributed feeding. Second, we introduce peer set man-
agement to allow efficient swarming inside clusters and maximize the number of intermediary clusters
involved in linked lists. This should be performed dynamically since the peer set must evolve with the
download progress. Finally, we change the piece exchange policy. In BitTorrent, peers exchange a locally
rare piece in order to maintain high piece diversity in the swarm. However, in VoD the objective is
to establish a balance between swarming and feeding, therefore, an alternate piece exchange policy is
needed.
Seeding Policy An important component required for the construction of a linked list at the cluster
level is to identify the pieces required by the most advanced cluster. Since the pieces required by the
most advanced cluster are not available in the swarm those pieces are provided by the seed. However,
instead of directly uploading to the most advanced cluster, the seed provides those pieces to the least
advanced cluster. This allows the least advanced cluster to have a good bargaining power in the system.
The exchange policy has to be designed accordingly so that these pieces are further fed on the forward
path such that every intermediate cluster downloads it and forwards it to the next cluster and eventually
these pieces reach the most advanced cluster. Note that the seed can easily obtain a list of peers in the
least advanced segment from the tracker. The most advanced segment can be obtained by the seed in a
distributed fashion by polling peers through the linked list. Therefore, the seeding policy has negligible
overhead.
Peer Set Management Remember that at any given time each peer is a participant of exactly one
cluster based on its current playback position. The constituents of each cluster can exchange pieces
among themselves and they can participate in a linked list style feeding process. Therefore, we ensure
that the peer set of every node is limited to the peers either from the same cluster or from the neighboring
clusters as depicted in Figure 8. When a new peer joins the swarm it connects with some peers within
the first group. The remainder of the peer set is constructed by connecting with neighbor of neighbors.
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Algorithm 1 Seeding policy
Input Seeding
s: seeding capacity
S+: most advanced segment
S−: least advanced segment
for i from 1 to s
n← random peer in S−
p← random piece in S+
push p to n
end for
During the course of download, it is important to maintain the linked list structure. The peer set is
updated periodically. If the peer remains within the same cluster it asks its neighbors to return a subset
of the peers from their respective clusters. When a peer moves out of a cluster, it should update its
neighborhood such that it is now connected to the peers within its new cluster and also to some peers
in the clusters neighboring to this new cluster. This can again be done by polling through neighbor of
neighbors. This way we can easily maintain the structure in a decentralized way.
feeding feeding
swarming
Figure 8: Peer set of a peer
Exchange policy The exchange policy determines whether two peers n1 and n2 should exchange pieces
or not upon an encounter and which specific pieces p1 and p2 should be exchanged if any. If the peers
are in the same group (i.e., their positions in the file lie in the same segment S1 = S2) then traditional
swarming should be performed. Both peers look in a random order for a piece in their common current
segment S = S1 = S2 that they could upload to each other. More specifically, they look for a piece in
their piece sets that does not belong to the other peer’s piece set. To ensure piece diversity inside each
segment, and thus efficient intra-group swarming, such pieces are looked for by exploring the segment in
a random order. Due to the peer set structure described in the previous paragraph advanced pieces can
only be pushed from a cluster to the immediate next one when a peer connects to a member of the next
cluster. In that situation the less advanced peer – say n1 – downloads a randomly chosen useful piece for
its current segment in exchange for a piece in the future. Priority is given to the most advanced pieces
in segments after n2’s segment (denoted p2 > S2). If no such piece can be exchanged, then n1 tries to
upload a random piece in S2. As explained in the previous sections, the motivation for uploading most
advanced pieces with highest priority is two-fold: (i) ensure fast feeding of the most advanced segment
and (ii) build an as long as possible forward path and thus a long reverse path which actually establishes
intercluster feeding. If no mutual interesting pieces can be found using this exchange policy, the contract
between the two nodes is simply broken. A pseudo-code version of the piece selection algorithm is given
by Algorithm 2.
Note that using the transfer strategy presented in the previous paragraph, a peer uploads pieces in a
previous segment only to peers in the previous groups whose playback positions lie in that given segment.
In addition, due to the peer set management policy, a peer exchanges pieces only with the peers in the
neighboring clusters (i.e., the cluster it belongs to, the previous and the next ones). Therefore, a peer
can drop pieces before the playback position of the peers in the previous group without reducing its
feeding ability. This specificity highlights the fact that structured protocols optimize resource utilization
in terms of storage and bandwidth by making only the most appropriate peers uploading (and thus
storing) only pieces needed by the peers they are in charge of. Therefore both storage and bandwidth
load required by the application are distributed and balanced amongst the clusters: the most advanced
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Algorithm 2 Piece exchange policy
Input Upon encounter of peers n1 and n2 (assume n1 ≤ n2)
P1 (resp P2): piece set of n1 (resp. n2)
S1: n1’s current segment
if n1 and n2 are in the same segment S = S1 = S2 then
if ∃p1, p2 ∈ S such that p1 ∈ (P1 ∩ P 2) and p2 ∈ (P2 ∩ P 1) (p1, p2: random order search) then
exchange p1, p2
else
no exchange
end if
else {n1 < n2}
if ∃p1 ∈ S1, p2 > S2 such that p1 ∈ (P1 ∩ P 2) and p2 ∈ (P2 ∩ P 1) (p1: random order search, p2: decreasing
order starting from the end of the media) then
exchange p1, p2
else if ∃p1 ∈ S1, p2 ∈ S2 such that p1 ∈ (P1 ∩ P 2) and p2 ∈ (P2 ∩ P 1) (p1, p2: random order search) then
exchange p1, p2
else
no exchange
end if
end if
peers do not use more bandwidth or more storage. The limited memory requirement of a structured
piece dissemination (i.e., a small and constant number of segments) extends the application field of P2P
VoD applications to the increasingly popular set-top box which operates with limited capabilities.
7 Discussion
In this section, we analyze several traditional protocol design issues in peer-to-peer.
7.1 Protocol Stability
First we consider the stability of the protocol. By protocol stability we mean whether the system will
continue to function at its optimal level over time. The protocol specifies that the seed pushes pieces
from the most advanced segment to the peers in the least advanced segment. When peers arrive at a
regular rate, the last segment is most likely to be the most advanced segment.
One might argue that since the pieces are forwarded using intermediate clusters, the pieces of the
last segment become highly replicated in the system gradually loosing their bargaining power. This may
eventually lead to a situation in which the system gets stuck, since the peers in the least advanced clusters
cannot get useful pieces in exchange of pieces in the last segment. In fact this never happens since the
seed will automatically start pushing pieces from the next-to-last segment. Indeed, the pieces from the
last segment are downloaded by the peers before they reach the last segment. Thus the last segment is
no longer the most advanced segment as peers leave the system before they reach the last segment. The
next-to-last segment will therefore become the most advanced segment until all those peers which have
downloaded the last segment have departed from the system. When that happens the most advanced
segment shifts back to the last segment. Thus, the most advanced segment will oscillate between the
last and next-to-last segment. Hence the protocol is self-stabilizing.
Figure 9 plots the index of the most advanced segment (the file has been divided into 10 fixed-size
segments) as a function of time, over a sample run of 1000 rounds. Peers join the system at a fixed
rate (Poisson process of intensity 5 peers/round). During the transient state the most advanced segment
progressively moves to the last one (i.e., index 9). Then, in steady state, the index of the most advanced
segment oscillates between 9, 8 and 7 as foreseen in the previous paragraph.
7.2 Bottlenecks
We previously noted that there may be several bottleneck scenarios in the peer-level linked list. We now
determine that bottlenecks can be easily prevented for the distributed feeding process in the cluster-level
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Figure 9: Evolution of the most advanced segment.
linked list. A bottleneck can occur if the size of a cluster falls below a certain critical value such that
the cluster is not able to feed the next cluster, which subsequently results in all the subsequent clusters
getting starved. Therefore, if a cluster is able to feed an entire segment in one round, then that will
ensure that there is no starvation. To illustrate this point, consider the case where a segment size is
20 and the fraction of bandwidth employed for the feeding process is 50%. The bandwidth required to
download a segment is 20 pieces per round. Assume that on average a peer can upload 4 pieces per
round. Then, there should be at least 10 peers in the cluster in order to prevent the occurrence of a
bottleneck.
Notice that the bottlenecks may not be an issue in large-scale dissemination, that is, where the cluster
size is sufficiently big. On the other hand, with limited-scale dissemination, we may be able to determine
or accurately estimate the system size in advance. In that case, the number of clusters can be controlled
such that it is highly unlikely that the size of the cluster drops below the critical value. Otherwise, if
the system size is not known in advance, we can dynamically adjust the size of the clusters by merging
two consecutive clusters, whenever the size of one of the two clusters drops below the critical value.
Figure 10 represents the minimum, average and maximum sizes of the groups (the swarm has been
divided into 10 groups, matching the 10 segments, according to the playback position of the peers) in
steady state (i.e., after 500 rounds) over sample runs. All the intermediate groups (i.e., 2-6) are of
similar sizes (i.e., 45 on average). The first group is smaller because peers join with one piece in that
segment. Therefore they spend less time in that group and its size is thus reduced (according to Little’s
law [11]). The last groups have much smaller size because the pieces from the corresponding segment are
downloaded by the peers before their playback positions reach these segments (due to the distributed
feeding process through the link list). One can observe that the size of the first seven groups (responsible
for the feeding process, the last three being in turn the most advanced segments) never drops bellow 20
peers which is sufficient for the feeding process on the direct path. This demonstrates that moving from
a linked list at the peer level to a loosely coupled structure at the group level prevents bottlenecks in the
feeding process.
7.3 Heterogeneity
In order to ensure tit-for-tat in an heterogeneous environment, the system may compromise on the
performance due to the limited peer-set size. For example, if the upload bandwidth of a certain peer
is greater than the total bandwidth available at all the peers within its peer set, the available capacity
at the faster peer may not be fully utilized. To address this issue, the size of the peer set should be
adjusted taking into consideration the heterogeneity in the upload bandwidth of the participating peers.
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Figure 10: Distribution of the cluster size.
More specifically, the size of the peer set should be greater than the ratio of highest bandwidth and the
lowest bandwidth.
Notice that the distributed feeding process is shared by all the peers within a cluster. Since the peers
within every bandwidth class arrive in the system independently, we expect that the playback position
of a peer is independent of its upload bandwidth. Hence, the average upload capacity of every cluster is
equally likely. Therefore, heterogeneity does not cause any additional bottlenecks in the system.
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Figure 11: Distribution of the achievable playback rate with heterogeneous upload capacity.
Figure 11 depicts the empirical pdf of the achievable playback rate1 among regular peers (1000kbps,
80% of the peers) and low capacity peers (750kbps, 20% of the peers) in an heterogeneous setting. This
shows that the performance of regular peers is not affected by the presence of low capacity peers: both
the shape of the experimental pdf and the average of the achievable playback rate stay the same.
1Roughly speaking, the achievable playback rate is the maximum bitrate for the video file being downloaded
so that it can be played without experiencing disruption. More details about evaluation metrics are given in
Section 8.
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7.4 Churn
Churn is normally characterized by the dynamic behavior of the peers. For example, a peer may join or
leave in the middle of the video. Also, a peer may want to skip forward and backward in the video. Our
objective here is to analyze the cost of allowing such operations and determining that our protocol can
sustain such a behavior at a very high rate.
In order to join the system in the middle of the download a peer needs to download at least one piece
in the most advanced segment, which is essentially the same as joining from the beginning. Further, a
peer needs to construct a peer set such that it maintains the loosely coupled structure. This can easily
be achieved in a distributed fashion if a peer connects to a peer within its current segment and then
does a neighbor-of-neighbor search to construct its new peer set. Similarly, when a peer leaves in the
middle of the download, all the links connecting to it are broken. However, these broken links will be
quickly re-built since the peers periodically reconstruct their neighbor set. Finally, the procedure for
skipping through the video is essentially similar to re-joining the video. We just argued that this is not
an expensive process and can be achieved with negligible help from the tracker.
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Figure 12: Average achievable playback rate in the presence of churn.
We evaluate here the performance of our hybrid solution in the presence of churn. Figure 12 plots the
average achievable playback rate (as a fraction of the available upload bandwidth) when peers leave the
system before the end of the download. At each round, a peer leaves with probability p0. We characterize
churn by the proportion of peers that leave the swarm during the progress of the download. Therefore,
churn is quantified by 1− (1− p0)T¯ , where T¯ is the average number of rounds needed to download the
whole movie. Figure 12 shows that the performance of our hybrid solution remains very good even for
high values of churn. For instance, the average achievable playback rate decreases only by 9 points (from
77% to 68%) when 90% of the peers leave before the end of the download.
7.5 Free Riding
The tit-for-tat mechanism ensures that a peer can obtain new pieces only if it uploads pieces in return,
making the protocol resilient to free riding. However, in order to bootstrap the protocol, when a new peer
joins the system, BitTorrent uses an opportunistic unchoking mechanism allowing peers with low capacity
to get pieces without uploading pieces in exchange. Although it increases the overall performance of the
protocol, it also opens the door for free riders to download a file without uploading any content [13,19,21].
On the other hand, in our protocol no peer except the seed uploads pieces for free. Moreover, the seed
only uploads pieces in the first and the last segment. In other words, peers cannot download the entire
file only from the seed: they need help from other peers.
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One may argue that a freerider may deviate from the protocol by downloading only pieces in its current
segment to increase its immediate benefit, thus breaking the feeding process. First, such a behavior is
not guaranteed to increase long term performance as the peer will quickly loose its bargaining power due
to the lack of pieces in the future. Second, very efficient techniques using coding-based challenges have
been proposed to force peers to download out-of-order pieces [5].
8 Evaluation
This section presents the results of extensive computer simulations. We compare the results obtained by
our protocol with the previously known best results described in [2]. Section 8.1 describes the simulator
and the set of parameters used for the simulations. Section 8.2 describes the performance metrics for
which the algorithms are evaluated and Section 8.3 presents and analyzes the simulation results.
8.1 Experimental setup
We compare our algorithm with the unstructured algorithm presented in [2]. In order to establish
connections, this algorithm uses random encounters where peers randomly poll the members of their
peer set in order to establish a piece exchange. If both peers belong to the same segment, they try
to exchange content within that segment. Otherwise, if they are in different segments then the less
advanced peer can still download a piece in its current segment. However, the more advanced peer first
tries to download a piece in its current segment, and if that fails, it tries to download any random piece
available in the future.
We developed a discrete-time simulator similar to PeerSim [10], where time evolves in rounds. A
peer is allowed to upload only a certain maximum number of pieces within a round. We also limit the
number of pieces that can be downloaded within a round. However, the download limit is typically much
higher than the upload limit. The tit-for-tat incentives are implemented at the round level, implying
that a peer can download a piece from a neighbor only if it uploads a piece to that neighbor during the
same round. Doing so ensures that peers contribute to the system as much as they get from it. Piece
scheduling is performed by randomly picking two peers and initiating a bi-directional transfer between
them. This stage is repeated until no pair of neighbors can exchange pieces. Note that two peers may
exchange more than one piece with each other during one round. The neighborhood is built at every
round in a random manner, matching the structures presented in previous sections.
The simulation results presented in the next sections have been obtained by running both algorithms
in a network of peers joining the system at a rate of 5 peers per round (Poisson law). The neighborhood
maximum size is set to 10 and the upload and download rates are set to 4 and 14 pieces per round,
respectively. The structured algorithm splits the neighborhood of the peers in three sets: a set of peers
in the same cluster (for swarming), a set of peers in the previous cluster and a set of peers in the next
cluster. The size of the first set is limited to 6 and the sizes of the last two are each limited to 2. The
system is seeded by a single seed with an upload bandwidth of 10. Note that due to the tit-for-tat
incentives and the seeding capacity, a peer will always have enough download bandwidth capacity.
8.2 Evaluation metrics
We use three metrics to evaluate structured piece dissemination techniques compared to a purely random
algorithm: (1) the fraction of upload bandwidth utilized for exchanging pieces (i.e., throughput), (2) the
maximum rate at which the video can be played (referred to as achievable playback rate) and (3) the
fraction of pieces downloaded in the current segment.
More specifically, the throughput is the number of pieces downloaded within a round divided by the
maximum number that can be downloaded.
The achievable playback rate is the maximum rate at which the video can be played such that for
every piece we have that it is available at the peer when its playback reaches the point where that piece
is needed. Since a peer needs a setup time for buffering the first pieces of the video we allow a delay δ
before starting playback. The achievable playback rate is given by the maximum rate r so that at any
time t, all pieces up to r · (t− δ) are available at the peer after t units of time as illustrated in Figure 13.
For our simulations, the delay is set to the minimum required time to download two segments. Since
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Figure 13: Evolution of playback position.
structured and random piece dissemination algorithms are equivalent in a flash crowd where almost all
peers are in the same segment, we compare simulation results in steady state using a fixed rate Poisson
peers arrivals scheme. Both throughput and playback rate are expressed as a fraction of the available
upload bandwidth.
The fraction of sequential downloads refers to the fraction of pieces downloaded in the network that
belong to the current segment of the downloading peer. This metric reflects the overall performance of
the piece transfer algorithm and network topology in a VoD context.
To compare the performance of both piece dissemination algorithms in the context of a limited-
memory device such as a set-top box, we run simulations of both algorithms with limited buffer size by
making the peers drop pieces more than k segments in the past relative to the current playback position.
8.3 Experimental results
Next, we present results obtained by running 25 independent simulation instances each run over 2, 000
rounds. On average the achievable playback rate attained by structured dissemination is 77% of the
upload bandwidth, whereas for the same set of parameters the playback rate attained by random dis-
semination as proposed in [2] is only 61%. Therefore, on average, structured dissemination is 16 points
better than random dissemination. Figures 14(a) and 14(b) depict the empirical cumulative distribu-
tion function (cdf) and the empirical probability density function (pdf) for playback rate in steady state,
respectively. It can be seen from Figure 14(a) that the playback rate of a peer under structured dissemi-
nation is stochastically larger than that under random dissemination. For example, the fraction of peers
achieving a playback rate more than 0.68 under structured piece dissemination is over 93% whereas in
random piece dissemination it is only 21%. In random dissemination, approximately 1% of the peers
have a playback rate equal to zero, which implies that they are not able to even start the playback. An
interesting observation is that the pdf of structured dissemination is narrower compared to that with
random dissemination. This implies that there is more variance in the achievable playback rate under
random dissemination.
There are two reasons that lead to the increase in the average achievable playback rate. First, the
overall throughput in the system is increased due to better utilization of the piece diversity present in the
swarm. Second, the goodput or the sequential throughput is also increased because the pieces are now
disseminated along the linked list structure to maximize in order piece delivery. The average throughput
achieved by random dissemination is 68%, whereas for structured dissemination it increases to 87%.
Similarly, the average sequential throughput of the swarm under random dissemination is 66%, whereas
for structured dissemination it is 75%.
Figure 15(a) and 15(b) depict the empirical cdf and the pdf, respectively, of the download rate.
Notice that the peers using structured dissemination have a higher download rate. Also, the variance
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Figure 14: Experimental (a) cdf and (b) pdf of the achievable playback rate.
under structured dissemination is less, which implies a certain fairness in piece dissemination. This
fairness can be attributed to the fact that piece delivery in a structured system is done over a linked list
structure. Therefore, if there are adverse conditions in the swarm that result in reduced piece exchange,
then all the peers are equally affected.
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Figure 15: (a) cdf and (b) pdf of the download rate.
Figure 16 depicts the evolution of the number of peers in the system over the same set of parameters
for both structured dissemination and random dissemination. According to Little’s law from standard
queuing theory, the reduction of service capacity of the system results in an increase in the number of
customers queued in the system. Therefore, we expect the number of peers present in the swarm during
structured dissemination to always be less than that during random dissemination. However, as seen in
Figure 16, during the transient phase, towards the beginning of the process there are less peers departing
from the swarm in structured dissemination compared to that in random dissemination. The reason is
not necessarily the reduced throughput but the delay required in feeding the most advanced segment
to the most advanced peers. However, in random dissemination there is no order in which pieces are
seeded in the system. Therefore, when the first few peers are toward the end of their download, the
most advanced pieces are missing in the system and they need to be uploaded by the seed. It takes a
delay proportional to the length of the list before the pieces uploaded by the seed reach these departing
peers. However, in case of random dissemination these pieces can be immediately pulled in by the most
advanced peers. This slight blip in the performance should not be seen as drawback of the protocol but
rather it shows that the most advanced peers are made to help the system by staying slightly longer to
fulfill there commitment in the distributed feeding process.
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Figure 17: Structured dissemination vs. random dissemination with limited memory.
In Figure 17, we run the simulations for an application where memory size is constrained. Therefore,
unlike before, a peer cannot store an infinite number of pieces but instead it keeps dropping the pieces
which it has already viewed. Notice that random dissemination performs much worse compared to struc-
tured dissemination. The reasons for this performance improvement are intuitively clear as in structured
piece dissemination a peer is allowed to communicate only within its cluster and the neighboring clusters.
Therefore, there is no need to store more than one old segment.
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9 Conclusions
Traditional file-swarming protocols are built using random graph structures. We demonstrate that an
incentive-based VoD application built over a random structure cannot achieve optimal performance.
Therefore, we propose disseminating content over a structured graph. Our solution is simple to deploy
and is built in a decentralized fashion. We further demonstrate that the linked list is the most suitable
structure for the VoD application. However, maintaining a linked list at the level of peers is a non-trivial
task. Therefore, we introduce the concept of a cluster-level linked list, which allows us to obtain higher
throughput within clusters of peers and at the same time a distributed feeding mechanism between two
neighboring clusters. Using extensive simulations we show that the our proposal produces a significant
improvement compared to the previously known best solution.
The authors in [1] have used network coding within segments to disseminate pieces. Notice that
the network coding based optimizations can also be used in our algorithm. However, our goal in this
paper is not to design an optimal solution, but instead we want to demonstrate that structured piece
dissemination can achieve higher performance.
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